Haw to know the Indian Waders	69
Plovers ; and the great Shore-bird family quite safely
claims the Crab-Plover, Thick-knees, Coursers and
Pratincoles, and Jac;anas as merely diverging branches
of its clan, hardly entitled to family rank."'
the flamingoes (PhcenicopteridcB).
the Flamingoes are a group standing very much by
themselves ; in their anatomy they come nearest to the
Storks and Ibises, but in general habits and in the fact
that the young are active, they resemble geese and ducks.
At any rate they have no near relations and do not look
at all like any other birds.
They have small bodies and very long necks and legs,
moderate-sized wings, and short tails. Their bills are
quite peculiar, being short and thick, and bent downwards
at an obtuse angle at about the middle. The upper chap
is much smaller than the lower, and fits on it like the lid of
a box ; it is also freely moveable, unlike the upper jaw of
most animals. As in the ducks, the bill is covered with
skin instead of horn, except at the tip ; and the edges
of the bill are similarly provided with a row of ridges,
forming an apparatus for sifting the water, which is used
just as a duck's is. Only the Flamingo's bill acts like a
duck's reversed ; the upper chap practically answering
the purpose of the duck's lower jaw, the Flamingo turns
its head under till the crown faces the ground, and then
splutters and guzzles away in regular duck-fashion, only
with the bill the wrong way up. As with ducks, the food
is whatever can thus be sifted out of mud, such as worms,
small shell-fish, weeds, and so forth.
The feet, which have three short toes in front, ail fully
webbed, and a tiny useless back-toe in ail Indian species,
serve well to support the bird as it paddles about hock-
deep on the ooze, as it generally feeds in shallow water.
Flamingoes can, however, swim well enough, sitting with

